
LED Portable Luminaire
Model: SL5KL-40
Rated:120V-60Hz  40W

PACKAGE CONTENTS

READ ALL THE INSTRUCTIONS AND SAVE THIS INSTRUCTION SHEET.NOT 
READING THE INSTRUCTIONS MAY CAUSE RISK OF FIRE OR PERSONAL 
INJURY.

CAUTION: To reduce the risk of fire, electric shock or injury:
         Turn off the switch and circuit breaker before installing this LED lamp.
         Suitable for dry locations.
       Not for use with dimmers.
         Use only insulated staples or plastic ties to secure the cord.
         Not intended for recessed installation or in ceiling.
         Do not install directly over a heat source (stove, etc.)
         Use safety precautions. Safety eye glasses and gloves are recommended.
         Installation should not be made on a radiant-heating ceiling.
         Injury to people and damage to the lamp and/or mounting surface may result 
       if the lamp is pulled from the surface. To reduce the likelihood of such injury 
       or damage, mount only on a mechanically sound surface.
         Do not alter the plug or power supply cord in any way or try to install this 
       product in any other method besides method shown on this sheet.

NOTE:

STYLE 1  INSTALLATION  INSTRUCTIONS:

1. This fixture complies with Part 15 of the FCC rules. Operation is subject to the 
    following two conditions: (1) this device may not cause harmful interference, 
    and (2) this device must accept any interference received, including 
    interference that may cause undesired operation.
2. To install onto a plaster board surface, plaster board must be at least 3/8" 
    thick.

1. Mounting surface must be capable of supporting the fixture. If the surface is 
    made of plaster board, we recommend that you use minimum #8 screw eye 
    hooks with plastic anchors (included) or expansion bolts (not included). If 
    installed onto a plaster board surface, plaster/board must be at least 3/8" thick.

2. Install the 2 plastic anchors 47” apart, then screw the eye hook into each 
    anchor.

3. Fold chain in half and install an "S" hook on one side . Crimp the "S" hook to 
    chain with pliers. Repeat steps on other chain.
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STYLE 2  INSTALLATION  INSTRUCTIONS:

LINKING  MULTIPLE  SHOPLIGHTS

1. Mounting surface must be capable of supporting the fixture. If the surface is 
    made of plaster board, we recommend that you use minimum #8 screw eye 
    hooks with plastic anchors (included) or expansion bolts (not included). If 
    installed onto a plaster board surface, plaster/board must be at least 3/8" thick.

2. Install the 2 plastic anchors 46.25” apart, then screw the eye hook into each 
    anchor. Spacing between ceiling and cap nut should be at least 0.14”.

3. Lift fixture up to screws and slide to one side to secure into place. 

4. Plug the power supply cord into the electrical outlet.

4. Install the “S” hook from one end of the chain into the end cap of the LED lamp, 
    then crimp the hooks end with pliers. Repeat same step for the opposite side.

5. Install the LED lamp with chains, one end at a time onto each screw eye hook. 

6. Plug the power supply cord into the electrical outlet.
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